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Let j,.,. .r,x and c, I denote the kth postttve zeros of the Bessel functtons J,(x). 
Y,(s) and of the general cylmder function C,(s). respectively. We show. among 
other things, that, for k = 2. 3.... and 0 < I’ < co. c, A is a concave functton of I’. 
c,,~ 1 r t cot and c,.,j [ I’ + (2/rr)c,, 1 decreases as I‘ Increases. in the cases of j, I and 
J,,~, these results hold also for k = I. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For 11 > 0 we use j,,k and J,+ to denote the kth positive zeros of the Bessel 
functions J,.(x) and Y,,(x), respectively. We use c,.~(cL) or simply c, k to denote 
the kth positive zero of the cylinder function 
C,.(x, a) E C,.(x) = cos aJ1,(x) - sin crY,.(.u). (1.1) 
where a is fixed, 0 < a < 71. (In keeping with common practice the depen- 
dence on a is not usually explicitly mentioned.) The definitions may be 
extended to some negative values of v in such a way that the resulting 
functions are continuous for v = 0 [7, pp. 508-509; 11, c,+ + 0 as I? + 
(a/n - k)+ and on the interval a/n - k < v < a/n - k + 1, c,~ is the first 
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positive zero of C,(x). For these extended functions there is a very useful 
formula [7, p. 5081 
dc,.,fdv = 2~,.~ iE K,(~c,., sinh f) ee2”’ dt, (1.2) 
JO 
where K,(x) is the usual modified Bessel function. The formula (1.2) has 
been used by Elbert [ 1 ] as an important element in the proof that j,+ is a 
concave function of v, -k < I’< co. 
Here we partially extend the methods and results of Elbert to c,+. We 
show that for k = 2, 3 ,..., c,+ is a concave function of V. 0 < v < co for any 
choice of a in (1.1). For the first zero c,., we prove the same result in case 
0 < a < 71/2. This includes the important special case of y,, . The main idea 
of our proof is to use the result that in the cases just mentioned, 
(v + +) dc,.,/dv < c,,~, o<v< 00, (1.3) 
i.e.. c,,,J(r + i) decreases, together with (1.2) to show that c,,~ is concave. 
The concavity may then be used to get further inequalities for c,+ and 
stronger ihequalities of the type ( 1.3). 
For the interval 0 < v < co some of our results improve those of Elbert for 
the special case of jr,k but, unlike Elbert, we are not able to extend our results 
to v < 0. For these values Elbert uses an indirect version of the Sturm 
comparison theorem as well as arguments based on (1.2). While it is clear 
that the latter arguments extend to c,.~ the same does not seem to be true for 
those based on the Sturm theorem. 
2. ELBERT'S RESULTS 
Elbert [ 1 ] showed that 
(v + i) q’j,.,/dv < j,+. o<v<aI. (2.1) 
(v + k) dj,.,/dr < j,+, -k < v < 0, (2.2) 
d?j,,Jdv’ < 0, -k<v<co. (2.3) 
and mentioned the desirability of extending (2.2) to the interval -k < 19 < CO. 
We remark that (2.3) gives this extension readily. The concavity of jVk 
implies that the slope of the tangent to its graph at (v, j,,,) is less than the 
slope of the chord joining (-k, 0) and (v, jJ. This gives 
dj,.,ldv < j,,J(v + k), -k<v<co, 
the desired result. 
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3. MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES OF ZEROS OF CYLINDER FUNCTIONS 
In this section we give a general theorem which shows that inequalities for 
zeros of cylinder functions imply monotonicity properties of these zeros. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k (= 1, 2,...) and a (0 ,< a < n) be fixed and let 
c, = c,,Ja) be a zero of CJx, a), Let f be positive, nondecreasing and 
d$erentiable on (a, b) where a > 0 and suppose that 
c,,k > ” + (71/2)f(V), a < v < b. (3.1) 
Then 
[v + f(v)] dC,,/dv < c,kv a < v < b. (3.2~ 
Proof: In view of (1.2) it is sufftcient to show that 
K,(2c,, sinh t) eP2”[ dt < 1, a<v<b. (3.3) 
We use sinh t > t (t > 0), hypothesis (3.1) and the decreasing character of 
K,(x) to see that the integral on the left-hand side of (3.3) is less than 
I(v) = lai K,[ (2~ + rf(v)} t] e-“” dt. 
-0 
Making a change of variable we get 
I(v) = y[2v] -’ Jrn K,(u) e-“” du, 
0 
where 
y = 2v[ 2v + g-(v)] 1 (3.4) 
is a number between 0 and 1. This last intinite integral may be evaluated, 
using [7, p. 3881 to give 
I(v) = y[2v]-’ (1 - y2)-“’ arc cosy. 
Thus (3.3) will hold if we can show that 
[v +f(u)][v + (@)f(v)]-’ x < sinx, 0 < x < x/2, (3.5) 
where x = arc cosy. From (3.4), we get 
2v = 7if(v) cos x( 1 - cos x) - ’ 
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so (3.5) reduces to 
{ncosx+2(1-cosx)}x<rcsinx, 0 < x < X/2. (3.6) 
To prove (3.6) we write 
g(x)=rrsinx-x(rccosx+2(1 -cosx)}. 
We have g(0) = g(lr/2) = 0 and 
g’(x) = -2 sin x{ tan(x/2) - (71 - 2) x/2 }. 
From this, it is clear that there is number x0 (0 < x0 < 79’2) such that 
g’(x) > 0, 0 < x < x0 and g’(x) < 0 (x, < x < 7r/2). Hence g(x) > 0, 
0 < x < 7r/2, and (3.6) holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. LINEAR COMPARISON FUNCTIONS 
We use the special case of Theorem 3.1 in which f(w) = $ to get the 
following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a positive zero c,+ = c,+(a) of a cylinder function 
C,.(x, a) sati& 
c,,k > v + xi47 a<v<oO, (4.1) 
where a is fixed and > 0. Then 
(V + f) dc,,,/dv < c,.k, a<u<co, (4.2) 
and 
d2c,Jdv2 < 0, o<u<co, (4.3) 
In particular, (4.2) and (4.3) hold with a = 0 for k = 2, 3,... and any value of 
a. In case k = 1, (4.2) and (4.3) hold with a = 0 provided a is chosen to 
satisfy 0 ,< a < n/2. 
COROLLARY 4.1. For each k = 1, 2,... 
d2Yok/dV2 < 0, o<v<m. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The assertion that (4.2) holds follows from 
Theorem 3.1. To prove (4.3) we use the method employed by Elbert [ 1 ] in 
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the case c,.~ = jlk. It is clear that in the present situation all the steps m 
Elbert’s proof hold leading to the formula 
d’c,,,/dr’ = -2c,* (. ’ f (11. t) K,(2c, I sinh t) e ‘I’ dt. 
. 0 
where 
f(r, t) = 2f - c,;,‘(dc,.,/dv) tanh r(2r + tanh t). 
For t > 0 and r > a, (4.2) shows that f(v, t) > 0: hence (4.3) holds. In case 
k > 2, we have 
c,k>c,z>j,., > ~*+7c/4, o<v<m, 
the last inequality holding on account of the stronger inequality [4, (2.4) 1 
j[,, > v + j,, > 1' + 2 . 404 . . . . o<v<co. (4.4) 
Thus (4.2) and (4.3) hold with a = 0. It is not true that 
c,., > I? + 7r/4. (4.5) 
for 0 < v < co, without some restriction on u. (It can be shown. however. 
that (4.5) holds for some interval a(u) < 1’ < 00 no matter what the value of 
a,) If we assume 0 < u < n/2 we have c,., > J, , : this follows from a study of 
the graph of J,,(x)/Y,.(x). Thus in order to complete the proof we have to 
show that 
?',.I > 1' + n/4, o<v<co. (4.6) 
But it follows from the remark following the Lemma in Section 2 of 12 ] that 
dv,.,/dv > 1 (v > 0) provided we can show .t’,,, > l/4. But this is obvious 
since yO, = 0.89... . Thus we easily get (4.6) and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is 
complete. 
Proof of Corollary 4.1. This is an obvious consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
Now we use (4.3) to get an improveent in (4.2) and in the known 
inequalities for c,+. Our result is as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let c,,~ = c,+(a) be a positive zero of a qvlinder function 
C’,.(x, a) where a is unrestricted in case k = 2, 3,.... but 0 < a < 7~12 in case 
k= 1. Then 
c,,k > v + C,jk. o<v<m, (4.7) 
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and 
(V + ak) dc,.,/dv < c,.k, o<v<oo, (4.8) 
where the positive number uk is defined bq 
-I 
'k =COk -'[dc,.k/dV],.=o. (4.9) 
ProoJ Under the given hypotheses, Theorem 4.1 shows that c,,~ is a 
concave function of V; this, and c,,~ - V, 1” co, give (4.7). We note also that 
(4.7) follows from [2, Remark (2.1)]. Also the slope of the tangent at (v, c, k) 
is less than the slope of the chord joining (0, cok) and (11, c,.~), i.e., 
dC,.k/dV < (C,, - CO&‘. o<v<co. (4.10) 
In order to prove (4.8) we need 
dc,.,/dv < cVk(l’ + ak)-‘, o<v< 00. 
This will follow from (4.10) provided we can show that 
c,,k < c,,k(l + i’a,‘). o<v< 03. 
But this last inequality also follows from the concavity of c,,~; it expresses 
the fact that the graph of c,,~ lies below its tangent at (0, cok). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.2 may be used to get the following result. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, 
[v + (2/n) C,,k] dC,.,/dV < C,./, o<v<co. 
ProoJ This theorem can be proved in two ways. On the one hand, we 
have 
[dc,,,/dvl,.,, = 2c,, (-= &,(2 
-5. 
cok sinh t) dt < 2c,, 1 K,(2coA) dt = n/2, 
-0 -0 
the value of the infinite integral following from [7, p. 388, (S)]. Thus ak, as 
defined by (4.9), satisfies ak > (2/7r) cOk and the result follows from (4.8). On 
the other hand, the result follows by applying Theorem 3.1 with 
f(v) = (2/7r)c,,, a = 0, b = co and making use of (4.7). 
In view of (4.2) and (4.8) which give lower bounds of the form v + const. 
for 
c&c,.Jdv J - ‘9 
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one may ask whether there are upper bounds of the same form for this 
function. That this is not the case follows from the asymptotic formula, for 
large I’. for the zeros (5. 6 I. 
5. A NONLINEAR COMPARISON FUNCTION 
The asymptotic formula [ 6 ] 
jL+ = u + ukv”’ + b,v-‘,‘3 + O(V’). 1’+ 03, 
suggests the examination of the possible monotonic character of 
j,,[v + CV”“] -’ where c is a constant. We give such a result for j,.,. 
THEOREM 5.1. The function 
decreases as v increases, 0 < v < co, where 
a, = !i; ~-“~(j~, -v) = 1.855757 . . . . 
Proof: We use Theorem 3.1 with c,,~ = j,,,, f(~) = (2/n)a,v”‘-‘, a = 0, 
b = co. To apply the theorem we need 
j,., > v + a, vli3, o<v<m. 
For v > 1 this was shown by Hethcote [3] and for 0 < v < 1 it follows in 
view of (4.4) since obviously j,, > av”-‘, 0 < v < 1. 
We remark that the kind of monotonicity property given by Theorem 5.1 
is stronger for large v but weaker for small 1’ than that implied by (4.2) 
or (4.8). 
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